Weather Chart, 2014
Site specific installation at Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin
Two banners, light sensitive pigment on polyester fabric, 560 x 360 cm each

Light sensitive pigment turns transparent at night and becomes visible once exposed to sunlight.

Weather Chart, 2014
Site specific installation at Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin
A weather chart of Europe displaying sunny weather is printed on two banners of
thin fabric. The applied pigments are sensitive to light. As a function of the amount of
ultraviolet light the weather chart appears and disappears depending on the daytime,
weather conditions, and the duration of exposure to the sun. The forcast of sunny weather
turns visible in the very moment sun is shining and hence becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy of a hopefully sunny future.

Worlds, 2013 - 2014
vacuum formed plastic, blackboard paint, chalk pencil
Series of unique items
Geographical reliefs as used for educational material are
painted ower with blackboard paint. Scale indications,
political borders, roadmaps and cities are erased. Each
chalkboard and penicil becomes a kit for sketching up our
own worlds.

Transient Shade, 2014
Liquid cristal display, sensor, glass, mirror film, cherry wood
140 x 83 x 10cm
Transient Shade seems to be a normal mirror but in fact is an apparatus that reacts
with the viewer. Once the spectator gets close to admire himself in the mirror, a sensor
reacts. Suddenly a light fog starts to appear, growing randomly, creating a gaze that
deprives the original mirror image. A viewer gets the impression as if his or her own
reflection was just a state of flux in a fragile moment of existance that melts away
creating a poetic moment of the palpably unknown. When the spectator leaves, the
light fades out so that „Transient Shade“ seems again to be just a usual mirror.
https://vimeo.com/133386113

Schwindel der Wirklichkeit, Akademie der Künste, 2014, Berlin

Und Punkt / Full Stop, 2013
Pigmentprint on paper, 40 cm x 30 cm
Series of 15 motivs
The Full Stop edition features the final full stops from fifteen German love stories
published over the last three centuries. Sophia Pompéry photographed the
culminating full stop from the first original printed edition of each love story with
the use of an optical and scanning electron microscope. The title of the novel was
embossed in the paper. The project was realized in cooperation with the National
Library of Berlin and the Rathgen Research Laboratory, the leading institution
for conservation science, art technology, and archaeometry at the National
Museums in Berlin. An acompanying catalogue was published within the scope of
Goldrausch Art IT program, promoting emerging artists based in Berlin.
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Exhibition view Galerie Wagner + Partner, Berlin

Stilles Wasser II, Blindschlange, 2015, lambda prints, 46 x 38 cm

Two Meters, 2012, framed objects, 13 cm x 215cm
Plumb Bob, 2013, object, size variable

Two Meters, 2012, framed objects, 13 cm x 215cm		
		
Both meters are devided in 200 cm, but in fact they differ in length.

Stilles Wasser I, Schwimmkerze, 2015, lambda prints, 46 x 38 cm

Sphäre, 2015, Schein, 2015, lambda prints, 46 x 38 cm

Dry Run, 2015, Installation, exhibition view Galerie Wagner + Partner, Berlin

Dry Run, 2015, wood, rope, buckets, water

Palindrome, 2015, kinetic object, candles, metal, size variable
https://vimeo.com/148770182

ARTER, The Silent Shape of Things, 2012, Istanbul

PLOPP PLOPP
2012, video installation
5:13 min. loop, colour, mute
A bathtub is filled with milk substitute. A video recording of huge drops of milk
is projected on it’s surface. As if the light came from the ground of the tub the
projection lightens the space.

NASSAUISCHER KUNSTVEREIN , 2013, Wiesbaden

AKADEMIE DER KÜNSTE, Diffring-Award, 2014, Berlin

SHEHERAZADE
Sophia Pompéry & Sebastian Riemer
2014, video installation
1:42 min. loop, colour, mute
The camera captures the moment when a fishing line
penetrates the water surface. A contrast between vagyue
meditatation and precise observation results from the
movement of waves and the steady up and down of the
fishing line. The viewer is attempted to refocus again and
again on this tiny sharp line surrounded by blur.
https://vimeo.com/133385736

Little Error, 2013
Pigment print after drawing
series of unique items, 29,7 x 21 cm
As if the squared paper was tired of being the backing for
arithmetic problems, some of the lines torn. In order to get
the same texture as industrial paper the drawings were
scanned and printed. Each print is a unique item.

Nassauischer Kunstverein, 2013, Wiesbaden

PLENTY EMPTY
2009, two bottles, water
Due to the surface tension the water level is higher then the
edge of the bottle. The bottles seem to be half full or half empty.

POPCORN CLONE
2011, corn storch
2 x 2 cm each
Popcorns are as diverse as snowflakes. These two are
identical.

Spectrum, Stiftung Deutsches Technik Museum

WINDOW
2013, video installation
5:12, colour, mute
The video work shows a floor. A hand with a paintbrush starts
to coat the floor with water. Through the foreshortening of the
camera perspective, the water acts like a geometrical pattern in
the middle of the right-angled picture detail, like a framed second
image. In the reflection on the water one can see a window. Once
the image is completed, one can see the leaves of a tree gently
moving in the wind.
https://vimeo.com/133386111

LASHES
2014, object, unique item
salt, false lashes
13 x 18 cm

WHITE CHARM
CENTR KULTURY ZAMEK, Poznan, PL

2014, object, edition of 20
Toothbrush, salt
approx. 19 x 3 x 3 cm

ATATÜRK
2013, series of 9 videos for flatscreens, 2-5 minute loops
size variable, 16:9, colour, mute
Each video is showing one portrait of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk hung high above the
head of the visitor. The original images are monumental flags hanging in front of
five storey buildings. As the wind moves the flags, the facial expression is animated
and changes from austereness to an ironical smile.
https://vimeo.com/133389103
STEDELIJK MUSEUM, s’Hertogenbosch, 2013

ATÖLYE
2013, 3-chanel video installation, 09:30 min loop, colour, sound
Sound: Marcel Martin
Postproduction: Stefan Demming
Sketch of the installation

In the exhibition the visitor enters a dark space. A fugitive spotlight
lightens the walls and reveals a multitude of diverse gipsom
elements. One has the impression to stand in an archive of stucco
decor. It seems as if somebody was standing beside us lightening
the scene with a spot. But when getting closer to the walls, the
visitor realises that the spotlight is a trompe-l’oeil and that in fact
it is a projected video. The film was shot in a traditional armenianturkish workshop for gipsom elements in Istanbul. This place is a
kind of historical memory of the town as a multitude of elements
of well known buildings mingle here in an eclectic way. As most
of the fragments are in a european rococo or belle epoque style,
the video gives no information about the geographical situation of
this workshop. Rather it is the atmospheric sound recorded on site,
giving the viewer a clue about the geographical context. Through
an atmospherical sound of rain and creaking floor planks a muezzin
calls for prayer, a ship is ringing its horn. When in the ballet-school
next door someone starts to play Mozart’s “Rondo alla Turca” it
becomes an emblematic moment, entangling western orientalism
and the ottoman version of european rococo.
Projection

LIGHTING UP, BURNING DOWN
2009, Videoinstallation
0:20 min. loop, colour, sound
The video lighting up, burning down shows a candle that
is burning at both ends. The noise of a vacuum cleaner off
camera explains how it is physically possible for a flame to
burn upside down.
https://vimeo.com/133654538

MIRALAMENTIRA
20011, video installation
4:33 min. loop, colour, mute
The screen shows a plate filled with water. Slowly
the reflection of a person appears in the plate. The
protagonist starts to drink her own reflection untill the
image dissapears and nothing lasts but an empty tray.
https://vimeo.com/133656224
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Fellow of Goldrausch Art IT program, by the Senate of Berlin and European Social Funds
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Solo Exhibitions (selection)
2015		
Berkeleys Katze, Galerie Wagner + Partner, Berlin
		Der Raum der Worte ist nicht der Raum der Bilder, with Tim Plamper, Galerie Wagner + Partner, Berlin
2014		
Drawn Memories, with Sebastian Riemer at ArtInternational, Istanbul with Galerie Dix9, TR
		Transient Shade, Art Rotterdam, with Galerie Dix9, Rotterdam, NL
2013		
Plumb Bob, Kabinett, Hannover, GER
		Transience, ArtInternational Istanbul with Galerie Dix9, TR
		Cheater’s Charm, NuN, Berlin
		ATÖLYE, Nassauischer Kunstverein, Wiesbaden, GER
		No-Things, Galerie Dix9, Paris
2012 		
The Silent Shape of Things, ARTER Space for Art, Istanbul
2011		
Nothing but a Transient Light, Wozownia | Municipal Gallery, Torun, PL, 2011
2010		
still, Gitte Weise Gallery, Berlin
Group exhibitions (selection since 2013)
2016		
Form Follows Function, Hilbertraum, Berlin
		Mémoires du livre, Galerie Dix9, Paris
		reFORM Kunstpreis, Landesmuseum Württenberg, Altes Schloss, Stuttgart
		Illisibility, Arts Station Foundation by Grazyna Kulczyk, Poznan, PL
Pulse, with Galerie Wagner + Partner, New York
Art Rotterdam, with Galerie Wagner + Partner, Rotterdam
2015
Cinque Garzoni Film Festival, Deutsches Studienzentrum, Venice, IT
		
Paris Photo 2015, with Galerie Dix9, Paris
		Saloon, Galerie Sexauer, Berlin
		LOOP Barcelona, with Galerie Dix9, ES
		By a Hair, Centr Kultury Zamek | Municipal Museum, Poznan, PL
		Temporary Artist’s Book Shop, Lage Egal, Berlin
		

2014		
Festival of Future Nows, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin
		Vertigo of Reality, Akademie der Künste, Berlin
		Doublethink, Amatár, Budapest
		Traces of Empires, Momentum, Berlin
		kleinformate, Galerie Andreae, Bonn, GER
		Histoires de Je, Galerie Dix9, Paris
		
Freundliche Übernahme , MARTa Herford, GER
		Falsche Freunde, Galerie Andreae, Bonn, GER (catalogue)
		L’Art et la Santé, French Embassy and Sanofi Headquarters, Berlin (catalogue)
		Crosswords, Lage Egal & Jordan/Seydoux Drawings & Prints, Berlin
		hausstellen, (curatorial concept), Pompery & Scholl private apartment, Berlin
		About Blank I , Galerie Gebr. Lehmann, Berlin
		The Shape of Time, Kreuzberg Pavillon, Berlin
		Imaginäre Größe, oder der Anfang von Etwas, Schau Fenster, Berlin
2013		
L’Art et la Santé, Sanofi Headquarters, Paris
		BYTS, Stedelijk Museum, s’Hertogenbosch, NL (catalogue)
		Körnelia - Goldrausch 2013, Galerie im Körnerpark, Berlin
		Homecomings, Horse, Berlin
		Transition, ArtInternational, Istanbul
		Contemporary Spirituality, Pitié Salpétrière Hospital, Paris
		Blind Spot, Spectrum Science Center, Stiftung Deutsches Technikmuseum, Berlin
		Berlin.Status [2], Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin (catalogue)
		Oddity, Paris Photo LA, Los Angeles, USA
		
Interferenz_en, with Participants of the Institut für Raumexperimente and Olafur Eliasson, EnBW, Berlin
		
The Dressing Room, Cutlog, New York		
		Art Rotterdam Projections, Rotterdam, NL
		Objects of my Affection, Galerie Fricke, Berlin
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Kunstmuseum Bonn, GER
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Sanofi Art Collection, Paris / Berlin
		
Artothek | Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin
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Collection René Block, Berlin
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Sophia Pompéry – Und Punkt, artist’s book, editor: Goldrausch Künstlerinnenprojekt IT, Berlin, 2013
Sophia Pompéry - Atölye, exhibition catalogue, editor: Nassauischer Kunstverein, Wiesbaden, Kerber Verlag, 2013, ISBN 978-3-86678-857-2
Sophia Pompéry – The Silent Shape of Things, exhibition catalogue, editor: ARTER, Ilkay Baliç, 2012, ISBN 978-975-6959-59-6
Sophia Pompéry - Nothing but a Transient Light, exhibition catalogue, Editor: Wozownia | Municipal Gallery, Torun, PL, 2011
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